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Coherence theory is a statistical measurement theory for stochastic fields. Standard statistical optics fields are assumed
to be stationary, ergodic, random processes [1]. These assumptions fail for ultrafast pulsed sources. A cyclostationary
model for the fields retains many of the advantages of the stationary model, e.g. (cyclo)ergodicity, power spectra,
simplified second-order correlation functions [2]. In this talk we present the foundations of a coherence theory for
stochastic pulse trains and demonstrate effects in propagated fields not seen in the stationary theory.

As a standard example we will consider Young’s two pinhole experiment with partially spatially coherent cyclosta-
tionary fields. We will present both analytic and simulated results. Diffraction patterns for near, intermediate and far
zones are presented for a variety of time scales of pulse duration, spacing and coherence [3, 4]. See Fig. 1.

For stationary optical sources, the power spectrum at the source and the power spectrum far from the source differ in
a way not predicted by standard (deterministic) diffraction theory. This change in the power spectrum is known as
the Wolf shift, and is a propagation-induced effect, dependent on spatial correlations [5]. We present an analog to the
Wolf shift for cyclostationary fields [6].
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Figure 1: Simulated interferograms for a source with period T0 = 200fs, pulse duration T = 50fs, coherence time
τc = 600fs, and coherence length σg = 4mm.
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